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OVERVIEW

is a hyper-deﬂationary reward token
with multiple use cases.
It features unique tokenomics to create and
sustain an entire ecosystem.

Our mission is the fastest rising price ﬂoor of any token,
everything is designed to contribute to this objective.
BurningMoon is community-driven and
embraces collaborations with other
token projects.
Our latest addition, the secure token
launchpad PeanutButter allows vetted
token creators to launch from our
platform.

It is also possible to buy tickets for the
weekly lottery directly.
We organize regularly token buybacks,
competitions and
community events.

Our partnership NFTs are enhanced by
smart contracts and provide NFT holders
beneﬁts such as passive income based
on trading volume.

BurningMoon was launched on August
28th, 2021, after three months of
research and development, followed by
a full pre-launch audit, to ensure that it
will be safe and successful in the long
term.

Through our DApp, any BurningMoon
holder can sacriﬁce their tokens to
increase their rewards, compound
BurningMoon, claim the Promotional
token, BNB or any other token on the
Binance Smart Chain.

Rainhard, our main developer, does not
cease to innovate. He is surrounded and
supported by a team of thirty dedicated
individuals, who are determined to
make BurningMoon an outstanding and
lasting success.

Join us on our journey through the
BurningMoon Universe!

OVERVIEW
WEB DAPP

Our web DAPP is the central UI to view your
tokens, claim rewards in BNB or any other token
available on the BSC
Claim the highlighted promo token for special beneﬁts, compound BurningMoon tokens, visualize basic statistics, sacriﬁce
tokens and participate in the weekly lottery.
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INTRODUCTION
KEY FACTS

SECURITY
BY DESIGN

PRELAUNCH
AUDIT

TRULY
DEFLATIONARY

OPEN FOR
COLLABORATIONS
& PARTNERSHIPS

COMMUNITYORIENTED & FAIR

TEAM-DRIVEN

HIGH REWARD
SYSTEM

SACRIFICIAL
TOKEN

BurningMoon was coded from
scratch by Rainhard, our
main-dev, and extensively
tested, reviewed, and reﬁned.
Additionally, we issued test
tokens in live conditions to
adjust our tokenomics and
ensure that everything is secure
and works ﬂawlessly.

We welcome mutually beneﬁcial
partnerships as one of our most
important values and central
strengths.

NO PHONEY
ROADMAP

+

Instead of listing blurry goals we
expand our ecosystem from the
get-go. While we advance on our
roadmap we usually innovate
and add more features as
initially announced.

BurningMoon was fully audited
before launch.
We passed with a high level of
conﬁdence. You can read the full
report here:
https://audits.solidgrp.io/
burning-moon-audit/

We strive for a transparent,
trustworthy, and community-driven token and reward participation. We had a fair launch with
zero team token or dev wallets.
We are all in this together.

BurningMoon provides all
holders passive income through
every transaction.
Just hold and earn BNB and
other tokens.

Everything around BurningMoon
is built to decrease the supply of
tokens quickly, to increase value
for all holders. We aim for the
fastest rising ﬂoor price of all
tokens.

We are over 30 individuals
from all other the world, with a
variety of experiences in companies, including global players such
as Disney, Blizzard, SAP, or Google.
But above all, we encourage
everyone to develop their interests
and talents with BurningMoon.
Oh yes, and there is our ingenious
main-dev Rainhard.

Holders can burn their tokens to
double their rewards.
This incentive reduces the total
supply and drives value up for all
holders.
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SECURITY
Crypto, as we know, is full of scams and rugs. Therefore,
security of a token is a major concern for investors.
How will BurningMoon ensure the best security for investors?

ZERO TEAM TOKENS
AUDIT
BurningMoon was fully audited prior to
launch.
All "owner" functions are restricted so
that we can't do things like setting the
tax to 100%.

There are Zero team tokens and just a
small quantity of tokens reserved for
marketing, which are kept in a multisig
wallet.

SACRIFICED
TEAM TOKENS
LIQUIDITY LOCK
The liquidity pool (LP) is locked by a
proprietary lock in the contract that both
locks initial liquidity and auto liquidity.
This lock both ensures maximal security
and still enables us to migrate liquidity
to another DEX and CEX (e.g., PancakeSwap v3).

HOW LIQUDITY LOCK WORKS

Our LP is locked through our contract for a
given time.
When the LP unlocks, the team can only
withdraw 20% of the liquidity and migrate
it.
The rest of the liquidity automatically gets
locked in another week.
This makes sure the team can never
remove all the liquidity, but still allows
them to migrate parts of the liquidity to
other exchanges. This allows us to remain
open to the versatility of other smart
chains. Removed liquidity can also be used
to buyback and burn BurningMoon tokens,
to increase value equally for all holders.

Some tokens were burned on deployment
of the contract, then partially distributed
(as sacriﬁced tokens) to the launch team.
The launch team beneﬁts only from the
rewards earned on those sacriﬁced tokens.
This ensures that everyone works for the
success of BurningMoon and guarantees
that no team member can dump their
tokens on the market.

TEST TOKENS
Prior to the release of BurningMoon,
several test tokens and reiterations of the
smart contract were tested, including in
live conditions, e.g., for the tokens EarnADA and BabyDot, to ensure everything
works out as intended. Additionally,
BabyDot and EarnADA were fully audited
as well. The tokenomics were reﬁned and
optimized based on the feedback we
received. Thanks to the experience, the
result of these three months of research
and development is BurningMoon, its
deﬂationary nature, and the multiple use
cases it integrates.
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TOKENOMICS
OVERVIEW

LAUNCH

2021

1.000.000.000

August 28th

2021

December

TOKEN MAX SUPPLY

416.000.000

Over

58%

are burned
already!

TOKEN REMAINING

TAXES (variable*)

DISTRIBUTION (variable*)
max

max

25%

25%

80%

20%

Staking

Auto LP

19%
10%
Buy

Sell

0%

Burn

*These values are variable and can be modiﬁed to accommodate the situation
(taxes cannot exceed 25%, which is hard-coded into the contract).

The tokenomics are designed to
decrease the taxes and increase the
rewards over time, as we are adding
more use cases and utility, such as:

Launchpad

NFT
partnerships

NFT
marketplace
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TOKENOMICS
DETAILS
REWARDS

ADJUSTABLE TAX RATE
This allows us to adjust the tax rate to ﬁt
the current situation. For example, right
after launch there was a higher Liquidity
Pool injection, which prevented extreme
price ﬂuctuations, combined with a high
token burn rate, which created a quickly
rising price ﬂoor.
The adjustable tax rate is capped at 25%.
It can never exceed this total tax.
Our goal is to lower this rate to more
reasonable levels over time.

The rewards are based on taxed transactions, notably regular buys and sells on
trading volume. For rewards, it is possible
to claim BNB or any other token available
on BSC. Additional rewards are generated
through NFTs, the token launchpad
PeanutButter and the upcoming NFT
marketplace. Details are in the rewards
section.

PROMOTION TOKEN
The Promotion Token is visible in a
prominent spot of our DApp, provides
special beneﬁts and can be claimed as
reward. Details are in the Promotion
Token section.

AUTO STAKING
Staking is done automatically for you,
meaning that you can just keep BurningMoon in your wallet and claim your
rewards whenever you like!
It's frictionless and straightforward.

AUTO LIQUIDITY
BurningMoon has a lower threshold that
triggers AutoLP more often based on the
circulating supply. This avoids massive
dumps whenever liquidity is generated.
The auto-generated Liquidity Pool is
directly locked into the contract.
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MARKETING TAX
A part of each transaction gets converted to BNB and will be used to pay for
marketing and
development costs, such as advertising
and freelancers. A part of it ﬂows back
into the community, e.g., as a reward
for participating in events and competitions.
The marketing tax also enabled us to
have zero team tokens, which means
that nobody from the team can dump
millions of tokens upon the market.

TOKEN BURN
We burn a lot of tokens to reduce the
supply and enhance scarcity equally for
all holders.
For more details, read the Burn section.

ANTI-WHALE PROTECTION
No single wallet can hold more than
1% of the initial total supply. The
maximum wallet size is 10 million
tokens. The only possibility to exceed
1% is through compounding.

PROTECTED FAIRLAUNCH
Several parameters, such as the
max-wallet size, frequency and
amount of token which could be sold
was limited at launch and protected
the community from damage.
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REWARDS

There are multiple rewards to claim, that are generated
through taxed transactions, mostly buys and sells.
Rewards can be claimed through our Web Dapp:
https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/app/

Holders can sacriﬁce (burn) their BurningMoon
tokens to receive twice the rewards. It is possible
to sacriﬁce any amount.
For example, if a holder has 100.000 BurningMoon in his wallet and
burns 50.000 he receives rewards as if he was holding a total of
150.000 tokens.

100.000 BM - 50.000 BM = 150.000 BM
HOLD

BURN

REWARDS

Available are:
BurningMoon

BNB

can be compounded tax free!

Any token you wish
can be claimed!

Promotion Token

ADA, Bitcoin or BUSD as long as it's
available on BSC, it can be claimed!

a special token that
changes regularly

PROMOTION TOKEN

This is one of our exclusive special features.
The featured Promotion Token is visible in a prominent spot
in our DApp in the upper right corner.

Claiming this token will come
with special benefits like:

Holding the Promotion token
grants bonuses:

Tax free claiming

A tax reduction on buying and
selling BurningMoon.

A percentage of free tokens based
on the claimed amount.

A small amount of free BurningMoon
if you hold the Promotion Token

To push the Promotion Token even more, we
will deposit these to the contract so that users
will get more of these, compared to the oﬃcial
rate available on PancakeSwap.
The Promotion Token enables us to partner with
other projects in a mutually beneﬁcial way. We
only partner with projects that we have researched and consider as safe.
This provides great potential for marketing
opportunities over the long term.
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TOKENOMICS
BURN MECHANISMS

burns clean and without any residue
The burn directly reduces the circulating supply.
There is no burn Wallet with tokens waiting to be manually burned.

Multiple MECHANISMS to BURN
BURN TAX
ON TRANSFER

SACRIFICED
TOKENS

On every transfer a
percentage of the
amount will get burned
directly through the
variable burn tax.

Holders can burn their
BurningMoon tokens to
receive twice the rewards.
You can burn any amount
you like and receive double
the rewards for the
amount you burned.

(variable)

LOTTERY
You can acquire lottery
tickets by burning a set
number of tokens. The
more tickets are sold,
the more tokens are
burned. The winner of
the Lottery wins a large
amount of BNB.

NFT
TRADING
Our NFTs burn some
trading fees in BurningMoon tokens each time
a NFT is traded.
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PARTNERSHIP NFTS
When partnership NFTs are acquired, a part of their price
is used to buyback and burn BurningMoon tokens. As
burned/sacriﬁced BurningMoon tokens, they will provide
ongoing rewards for the holder of the NFT in the partner
tokens currency. These rewards are based on BurningMoon trading volume.

BUYBACK & BURN
Buyback and Burn Events usually happen, by unlocking a
part of the Liquidity Pool (up to 20% can be unlocked per
week, this limit is hard-coded into the contract). During
the event, the unlocked BurningMoon tokens are burned
and disappear from the supply. The unlocked BNB is used
to buyback BurningMoon tokens, which boosts the chart.
The BurningMoon token value goes up through those two
mechanisms - reducing the supply and increasing the
chart value. Additionally, this procedure allows to keep
the Liquidity Pool in the right size, as it needs to remain
dynamic enough to react to market ﬂuctuations, without
being too volatile either. In our interview with an investor,
it was detailed how beneﬁcial and well-calculated this
mechanism is and what a 20% unlock can do to a chart:
Post buyback

Pre unlock

20% unlock

LP Tokens

100

80

60

LP BNB

100

80

100

Total supply (tokens)

1,000

1,000

1,000

Market cap (BNB)

1,000

1,000

1,667

+66,7%
Market cap
boost

Source: https://burningmoon.medium.com/burningmoon-hot-interview-with-an-investor-e3f18ece4f9f

NFTS AND
NFT COLLABORATIONS
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ABOUT OUR PASSIVE INCOME NFTS
NFTs are a highly valued and visually appealing asset that have grown in recent years to become
one of top emerging blockchain technologies. NFT marketplace OpenSea has logged more than $3
billion in trading volume so far in August 2021.
BurningMoon oﬀers unique smart contract controlled NFTs, which are
currently in their 2nd generation.

1.

2.

The 2nd generation NFTs distribute a
percentage of their initial acquisition price in
the currency of the partnered token across
existing NFT holders of a speciﬁc collection.
As a result, the earlier a holder acquires the
NFT, the higher the rewards from the
immediate redistribution, which adds a
FOMO eﬀect to the NFT launch.
The passive income functionality implemented into the NFTs earn ongoing rewards
based on BurningMoon trading volume just
by holding the NFT in a regular Binance
Smart Chain wallet.

3.

The rewards are distributed in the partners
token currency, even if it is possible to
implement any token available on the
Binance Smart Chain as the reward token.

4.

The amount of ongoing rewards compared
to other NFTs of the same edition is determined by the number of shares an NFT
holds. A NFT with a higher rarity holds a
higher number of shares, which results in
higher rewards.

5.

Shares generate rewards through a pool of
sacriﬁced BurningMoon tokens, which
accumulates through the buyback and burn
of BurningMoon tokens when NFTs are
minted. Check the reward section for more
details on how sacriﬁced tokens work.

6.

One share generates passive income of 100%
APY at 100k BM trading volume per day.

7.

It is possible to hold several NFTs in one
wallet, the total number of shares stacks.

8.

9.

10.

The rarity of NFTs are randomly minted,
following the probability pattern integrated
in the smart contract attached to a collection. Each time a NFT is minted, the “dice
rolls” anew to apply the probability pattern
during the mint process.
The passive income transactions can be
triggered through several conditions.
Once a NFT is minted, several NFTs of the
same collection will trigger the transactions
for their rewards. It is also possible to trigger
the passive income reward payout manually
by going to the NFT smart contract and
applying the option in the 'Write' section.
This will also trigger the reward payout for
several other NFTs. The NFT holder who uses
this option must pay the gas fee. The most
eﬃcient option is to wait until payouts are
triggered automatically once a speciﬁc
threshold is reached.
If for any reason one of our partner projects
ceases activity, the reward token can be
modiﬁed to another token, e.g., BurningMoon or BNB instead of the originally
implemented partner token. This adds an
additional layer of security to any NFT
holder.

The NFTs can be transferred manually or through the write section in the smart contract.
During the trade a small fee is applied, which burns BurningMoon tokens.
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ABOUT OUR
COLLABORATION NFT EDITIONS
We have published NFT editions for
BurningMoon and several partners.
We’ll continuously enter new NFT
partnerships with other promising
projects.

OUR NFT EDITIONS AREN‘T JUST FOR
COLLECTORS. WITH THE PASSIVE
INCOME FUNCTIONALITY, THEY ARE
BOTH AN ASSET AND A TOOL.
For our partnership collections, the ongoing
rewards from the NFTs will usually be provided in
the token currency of the partner.

We have experienced graphic designers in
our team, which create excellent looking and
modern NFTs, but our collaboration partners
can also propose or create their own artwork
for the NFT collection if they prefer.

Our NFTs are viewable with blockchain interfaces
such as MetaMask Mobile, are stored in normal
BSC wallets and tradable on all marketplaces that
support BSC ERC721 tokens (e.g., https://lootex.io/stores/burningmoon ).

Previous NFT partnerships

As a collectable and tradable item our curated partnership NFTs provide great value to
any Binance Smart Chain community. They
provide many opportunities for events, such
as raﬄes and prizes for NFT collectors. Our
partners can expect a great impact on their
chart and an appealing asset for their community with lots of excitement and interactions.

OUR PARTNERSHIP NFT EDITIONS ARE
PROVIDED COST-FREE TO OUR PARTNERS.

EarnADA
PocketDoge
LuckyPig
MoonX -> Market Ledger
FesBNB
Alteration
Devolution
EarthChain
BabyBanana
EagleEye

We are currently developing an NFT
marketplace which will provide
next-level possibilities for NFT trading
and collecting.

COLLABORATION NFTS ON LOOTEX

NFT PARTNERSHIP EXAMPLE
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FOMO LOTTERY
A prize pool of a set amount of BurningMoon
tokens can be won, if you are the last one to do
a transaction before the timer runs out.

00:10:00
TIMER START (10 minutes)

00:00:01
EVERY PARTICIPANT BUYS
BURNINGMOON TOKENS
(usually for 0.02 BNB)

Each buy decreases the total timer
length by one second.

Each participant acquires BurningMoon tokens
at the regular market price with a 10 % buy tax.

THE WINNER GETS THE BURNINGMOON
PRIZE POOL AND THE ENTIRE POOL
OF ACCUMULATED TAXES.
It is possible to participate via the dedicated web
link or by sending BNB directly to the FOMO
lottery smart contract.

burningmoon.finance/event/

Contract Address: 0xeb98ba4bb25917e394009d13560e6c519a20aa84
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OUR NEXT MASTER PIECE

the secure token launchpad PeanutButter by
BurningMoon was launched on Dec.17th 2021.

19

peanutbutter.io
We want to provide a safe haven for project creators,
crypto communities, and investors.
That’s why we decided to release PeanutButter, our
secure token launchpad.
PeanutButter is for project creators who want to
release their project in security and with the support
of the BurningMoon team.
Every crypto investor knows that a token
project is not only about its intentions but also
about the fact that its smart contract is
veriﬁed, secure, and works as intended.
PeanutButter launchpad is committed to
assuring the reliability of our launches'
Liquidity Lock, Pre-Sale, Whitelist, optimizing
tokenomics and thorough vetting prior to
launch.

If it’s shady, we won’t launch it. If it needs
improvements, we’ll assist to get it into shape.
There is also the responsibility of the launchpad itself. There is evidence of questionable
launchpads dumping their token fees shortly
after launch, having a critical impact on young
projects and ultimately killing its value for
project creators and investors alike.

We want to be diﬀerent and have implemented a diﬀerent
procedure, as our objective is to support projects fully, from
the launchpad into their own independence.
Our standard launchpad fees are 2 BNB for vetting and the pre-launch audit. Of
the BNB raised during Pre-Sale, 2% will be used to buyback and burn BurningMoon tokens, which generates rewards and increases the scarcity and value of
BurningMoon for all holders.

ADDITIONALLY, THERE ARE SOME SPECIAL PERKS
DIAMOND TICKET

NFT holders will (usually)
be granted Whitelist access
(100 DT max available).

GOLDEN TICKET

Holders (usually) receive 2% of the
presale token supply, which are
distributed equally across all GT
holders (100 GT max available, which
means a Golden Ticket holder receives
0,02% of the presale tokens if all GTs
are sold).
Additionally, 50% of the GT acquisition
price burns BurningMoon tokens
directly and 50% are distributed as
rewards for BurningMoon holders.

OUTLOOK AND VISION

PHASE

4

Marketplace API Development
NFT Game Development
Bridges to other Chains
Exchange Listings

PHASE

3

Secure Token Launchpad
Many Secure Token Launches and Marketing

XBM release
NFT Marketplace Development

PHASE

2

Regular/ongoing activities

Promotion Token Partnerships
Weekly Lotteries
FOMO Lottery
NFT Partnership Editions

PHASE

1

Token Launch
Audit
Website
Whitepaper
DApp
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THE FUTURE OF
Many projects in the current market are “pump and dumps”.

WE AIM TO BE DIFFERENT.

How are we going to achieve that?

COMMUNITY
We are building a strong
community that supports the
project, as the best token in the
world would be nothing without
a strong community.
Our community shall contribute
actively to our growth, and we
aim to give back to them and
reward creativity, engagement, a
positive attitude, and loyalty.

VERSATILE AND
SUSTAINABLE UTILITY
OPEN FOR PARTNERSHIPS

TRULY
INNOVATIVE

We are heading for the future
and aiming for swift but
considerable progress. Besides
our unique and sustainable
tokenomics, we have very strong
use cases that are integrated
directly into the core function of
our smart contract.
Our use-cases enable us to
partner with a huge variety of
other projects and teams, add
more utilities over time and
expand our ecosystem.

We do not apply copy and paste
solutions from existing projects.
We strive to innovate and create
truly fresh and yet-to-be-known
solutions to existing problems
and spearhead innovation in the
crypto space.

TRANSPARENCY

NFTS

We communicate as much and
as clearly as possible through
Telegram, Voice Chats, AMAs,
and social media.

Our unique NFTs enhanced by
smart contracts provide beneﬁts
such as a passive income. They
are an outstanding and highly
successful utility. Partner tokens,
BurningMoon holders and NFT
collectors all beneﬁt from them.
We don't release NFTs just for
the sake of it.
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COMMITTED AND STABLE TEAM
We have a stable and committed team of over 30 individuals with a
wide variety of professional experiences, including well-known
companies such as Google, SAP, Blizzard Entertainment, Paramount
Pictures, and Disney. But the cherry on the top is our genius dev
team, including Rainhard, our main-dev who does not cease to
innovate and impress everyone. Our team is known and appreciated
for their transparency and diverse qualities.
BurningMoon will bring proﬁt, fun and excitement to investors and
faithful holders.
Supported by collaborations, constant improvements, and incentives, we are in this for the long haul.

UPCOMING NFT MARKETPLACE,
METAVERSE AND WEB3 UTILITY

+

Our NFT marketplace will welcome creators, collectors, investors,
and partners.
We are going to build a NFT marketplace, which will add additional
use-cases, such as NFTs integrated into games and the upcoming
web3 and metaverse technologies.

REFERENCES
NFTS, PROMOTION TOKENS, PRESALES
NFTS

BurningMoon Spirit Animals (BMSA): 100 NFTs max
0x123855404c983345893c6a254e75b9e2772d1e0c

Friendly Whale (any wallet that holds over 5 Million BM)
0x43e2b0d1c4fdba957a6ebf5b34d15820149b4f9a

DiamondTicket (DT) price increases with each purchase: 100 NFTs max
0x9fed68db3e56164fe7842f7a387b881867eee11c

GoldenTicket (DT) price increases with each purchase: 100 NFTs max
0xc6872B7775782bD07c5DD2cbe961b73D78ed66e5

EarnADA x BurningMoon (0.02 BNB): 1000 NFTs max
https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/eada.html
0x0499a1e55d51595ec92432e5b70da7adfc164b0e

LuckyPig (0.05 BNB): 10 000 NFTs max

https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/luckypig.html
0x84829603387c8C7750D8539E4a31A25e23aD3A1F

PocketDoge (0.03 BNB): 4000 NFTs max

https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/pocketdoge.html
0x6b68f5fdd90461531afdcc73705a4db71993c885

FESBNB (0.07 BNB): 5000 NFTs max

https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/fesBNB.html
0xdf6937b3152b229c993d08aeb621aa7db750f45d

MoonX – Now Market Ledger (0.05 BNB): 4000 NFTs max
https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/moonx.html
0x517ed420e9fded92fd47bac0cb667922f5790631

Alteration (0.2 BNB): 8000 NFTs max

0x161A9A14C6EE4FD3C90934beC4b4c7adC7f262cC
https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/Alteration.html

Devolution (0.2 BNB): 3000 NFTs max

0xd3Dc1874196Fa20081E8B667F4e306c3A507fD2a
https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/devolution.html

EarthChain (0.05 BNB): 4000 NFTs max

https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/earthchain.html
0x45fB762aBD7803d88f0b031d1112A1A714a4E5eD

BabyBanana (0.08 BNB): 5000 NFTs max

https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/babybanana.html
0xca013285d4246ec7a9de2f71f064524d6dd53352

EagleEye (0.1 BNB): 2000 NFTs max

https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/nft_promo/eagleeye.html
0x2147f8cA5398730b35065334f6E5a30913DBa66A
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PROMOTION TOKENS

Tetrahedra

Dexioprotocol

PocketDoge

Murphycat

RoninGamez

NeVada

Coinunity

PRESALE

Coinunity (17th Dec. 2021)
Website: https://coinunity.one/

Chart: https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x5d7359b82d221f8d7c335e2d2b02543cb9450c72

LINKS

Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Contract Address: 0x97c6825e6911578a515b11e25b552ecd5fe58dba

https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/
BurningMoonBSC
BurningMoonBSC
burningmoon_bsc
BurningMoon
Fomo Lottery: https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/event/
dApp: https://burningmoon.ﬁnance/app/
Chart: https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x97c6825e6911578a515b11e25b552ecd5fe58dba

https://peanutbutter.io/
peanutbutteroﬃcial
peanutbutterLP
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